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AbstrACt
Objective to estimate sacroiliac joint radiographic 
(x-SIJ) progression in patients with axial spondyloarthritis 
(axSpA) and to evaluate the effects of inflammation on 
MrI (MrI-SIJ) on x-SIJ progression.
Methods x-SIJ and MrI-SIJ at baseline and after 
2 and 5 years in patients with recent onset axSpA 
from the dESIr cohort were scored by three central 
readers. progression was defined as (1) the shift from 
non-radiographic (nr) to radiographic (r) sacroiliitis (by 
modified new York (mnY) criteria) or alternative criteria, 
(2) a change of at least one grade or (3) a change of at 
least one grade but ignoring a change from grade 0 to 
1. the effects of baseline inflammation on MrI-SIJ on 
5-year x-SIJ damage (mnY) were tested by generalised 
estimating equations.
results In 416 patients with pairs of baseline and 
5-year x-SIJ present, net progression occurred in 5.1% 
(1), 13.0% (2) and 10.3% (3) respectively, regarding a 
shift from nr-axSpA to r-axSpA (1), a change of at least 
one grade (2) or a change of at least one grade but 
ignoring a change from grade 0 to 1 (3). Baseline MrI-
SIJ predicted structural damage after 5 years in human 
leukocyte antigen-B27 (HLA-B27) positive (or 5.39 
(95% CI 3.25 to 8.94)) and in HLA-B27 negative (or 
2.16 (95% CI 1.04 to 4.51)) patients.
Conclusions Five-year progression of x-SIJ damage 
in patients with recent onset axSpA is limited but 
present beyond measurement error. Baseline MrI-SIJ 
inflammation drives 5-year radiographic changes.

IntrOduCtIOn
Axial spondyloarthritis (axSpA) comprises two subcat-
egories based on the presence of structural changes in 
the sacroiliac joints (SIJs): radiographic (r)-axSpA and 
non-radiographic (nr)-axSpA. R-axSpA implies the 
fulfilment of the modified New York criteria (mNY).1 2

Information about the natural course of radio-
graphic sacroiliitis and factors that contribute to 
it is scarce.3 Prospective cohorts should give reso-
lution, and long-term follow-up of patients with 
recent onset disease is mandatory to ‘capture’ 
meaningful progression. Inherently, such studies 
face the risk of loss to follow-up and attrition bias.

DESIR (acronym in French for outcome of recent 
onset spondyloarthritis) is a prospective cohort of 
patients with recent onset axSpA (NCT01648907). 
With this study, we address the primary objectives of 
DESIR, formulated as follows: (1) what proportion 

of patients switches from nr-axSpA to r-axSpA after 
5 years?; (2) how sensitive are different outcome 
measures for radiographic damage of SIJ (X-SIJ) to 
change?; (3) does inflammation on MRI of the SIJ 
(MRI-SIJ) lead to structural damage on X-SIJ after 5 
years?

MethOds
Patients
The DESIR cohort has been previously described.4 
Briefly, consecutive patients (aged 18–50 from 25 
centres in France) with inflammatory back pain5 6 and 
a duration ≥3 months but <3 years were included 
if the treating rheumatologist considered the symp-
toms suggestive of axSpA (a score ≥5 on a scale 
from 0 to 10, in which 0 was ‘not suggestive’ and 
10 ‘very suggestive’). Between December 2007 and 
April 2010, 708 patients were included.

The study was conducted according to good clin-
ical practice guidelines and was approved by the 
appropriate local medical ethical committees. A 
detailed description of the study protocol is avail-
able at the DESIR website (http://www. lacohort-
edesir. fr/ desir- in- english/). The research proposal 
for this particular analysis was approved by the 
scientific committee of the DESIR cohort.

Clinical data
By using a standardised case report form (CRF) infor-
mation was collected with questionnaires, physical 
examination, ongoing treatments and laboratory tests 
according to the DESIR protocol. The database used 
for this analysis was locked in June 2016.

At baseline, age, gender, smoking status, HLA-B27 
and duration of axial symptoms had been collected. 
At baseline, every 6 months during the first 2 years 
of follow-up, and annually thereafter the following 
parameters had been collected: Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Disease Activity Index (BASDAI),7 Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index,8 C-reac-
tive protein (CRP), treatment including non-steroidal 
anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAID) by the Assessment 
of Spondyloarthritis International Society (ASAS)-
NSAID score and tumour necrosis factor inhibitors 
(TNFi).9

Pelvic radiographs
Pelvic radiographs collected at baseline, 2 years and 
5 years of follow-up were evaluated in one session 
independently by three central readers (MdH, 
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VNC and RvdB). Readers were blinded for time order and clin-
ical information. Each reader evaluated each SIJ according to 
the mNY grading method (0: normal; 1: suspicious changes; 2: 
minimal abnormalities; 3: unequivocal abnormalities; and 4: 
severe abnormalities (complete ankylosis).10

Pelvic MrI
MRI-SIJ collected at baseline, 2 years and 5 years of follow-up 
were evaluated in one session independently by three central 
readers (MdH, VNC and MvL). Readers were blinded for time 
order and clinical information. MRI-SIJ was considered positive 
if bone marrow oedema (BMO) lesions highly suggestive of SpA 
were present (either one BMO lesion on ≥2 consecutive slides 
or several BMO lesions on one slice).11 An MRI-SIJ was consid-
ered positive if at least two out of three readers judged positivity. 
MRI-SIJ and X-SIJ were scored entirely independently.

sample size calculation
The sample size calculation was based on an estimated preva-
lence of radiographic damage between 70% and 90% at year 
5 irrespective of the baseline status. Moreover, we estimated 
the prevalence of inflammation on MRI-SIJ at baseline between 
30% and 50%.12 13

The number of patients was calculated based on a relative risk 
of 2–3 to observe radiographic damage at year 5 in case of a 
baseline MRI-SIJ inflammation. For a 5% bilateral alpha risk, a 
90% power, and the different assumptions including an attrition 
rate between 15% and 20%, the number of required patients 
ranged from 685 to 768, and 700 was the chosen number.

statistical analysis
SIJ radiographic progression
The 5-year X-SIJ progression was assessed in patients in whom 
baseline and year 5 X-SIJ were present (completers’ population). 
Assessed were: (A) switch from nr-axSpA at baseline to r-axSpA 
(mNY score) at 5 years; (B) worsening of at least one grade in at 
least one SIJ; (C) worsening of at least one grade in at least one 
SIJ, but with a 5-year grade of at least 2 in the worsened joint; 
and (D) change in the total mNY score (expressed as a contin-
uous variable) with a range from 0 to 8 (4 grades per SIJ).

In order to give sufficient credit to measurement error, we 
determined the proportion of ‘progressors’ (% of patients 
with worsening) as well as the proportion of ‘regressors’ (% 
of patients with improvement). Improvement was defined per 
outcome measure: (A) switching from r-axSpA at baseline to 
nr-axSpA at 5 years; (B) reduction of at least one grade in at least 
one SIJ; and (C) reduction of at least one grade in at least one SIJ 
with a baseline score of at least 2 in the improved joint. In addi-
tion, ‘net’ percentage of progression was defined as the number 
of ‘progressors’ minus the number of ‘regressors’ (numerator) 
divided by the total number of the study population (denomi-
nator) and was analysed in the entire population and clinically 
relevant subgroups.

Sensitivity analyses that addressed the impact of missing data 
were performed in patients with a baseline and at least one post-
baseline radiograph available (‘intention-to-follow’ population) 
using two imputation techniques:(1) last observation carried 
forward (LOCF) and (2) linear extrapolation (LE).

The continuous SIJ score (total scores of left plus right SIJ 
(ranging from 0 to 8)) was the mean score of the three readers; 
for the binary definitions, a change was considered present if at 
least two out of the three readers agreed.

Effect of baseline MRI-SIJ inflammation on the 5-year X-SIJ damage
The association between baseline MRI-SIJ inflammation 
and 5-year X-SIJ damage (primary outcome) was analysed 
by three different models: (1) binomial multivariable gener-
alised estimating equations (GEEs) on the individual readers’ 
scores (1-level GEE model); (2) ‘traditional’ multivariable 
logistic regression on the aggregated (two out of three reader 
consensus scores for MRI and SIJ) X-SIJ progression scores; 
(3) a true longitudinal (2-level) multivariable GEE with time-
lagged autoregressive variables (as in Ramiro et al).14 The 
logistic regression models were also fit after multiple impu-
tations with chainedequations (MICE) in the ‘intention-to-
follow’ population.

Potential baseline confounders for the association of interest 
were selected based on their clinical relevance (gender, symptom 
duration, CRP, BASDAI, smoking status and treatment with 
NSAIDs). Statistical interactions between MRI-SIJ inflamma-
tion and baseline variables were excluded first and, if relevant 
(p<0.15 for the interaction term), the model was fitted per 
stratum.

results
Patients and study course
Pelvic radiographs were available for 685 of the 708 patients at 
baseline. Of the 685 patients with baseline X-SIJ, 519 and 416 
patients had X-SIJ, from all readers, after 2 and 5 years, respec-
tively (completer’s population). A postbaseline X-SIJ (either at 
year 2 or 5) was available for 557 patients (intention to follow 
population). A baseline MRI-SIJ was available for 679 patients.

Table 1 summarises the baseline characteristics for patients 
with complete 5-year pelvic radiograph data and those without. 

radiographic progression after 5 years of follow-up
At baseline, the mNY criteria were fulfilled by 62/416 (14.9%; 
according to two out of three readers) of the patients in the 
completers’ population. After 5 years, this proportion has 
increased to 20.0% in the completers’ population and to 
18.0% and 17.7% in the ‘intention-to-follow’ population 
(n=557), after LOCF and LE, respectively. A statistically 
significant worsening of the mean (SD) SIJ score was found in 
all scenarios (from 1.41 (1.68) to 1.60 (1.83) (Δ:0.19 (0.55); 
p<0.001) in the completers’ population and from 1.32 (1.65) 
to 1.49 (1.81) (Δ:0. 17 (0.59); p<0.001) (LOCF) or from 1.33 
(1.65) to 1.50 (1.84) (Δ:0.17 (0.61); p<0.001) (LE) in the 
‘intention to follow’ population).

Figure 1 summarises the observed changes in the binary 
outcome measures in the completers’ population, in terms of 
‘% worsened’, ‘% improved’ and ‘net % progression’ (online 
supplementary figures S1 and S2 provide the same information 
for the ‘intention-to-follow’ population after LOCF and LE, 
yielding similar results).

effects of MrI-sIJ inflammation on X-sIJ damage
Figure 2 shows the effect of baseline MRI-SIJ inflammation on 
5-year SIJ damage according to the mNY criteria, stratified for 
HLA-B27 (interaction: p=0.033). Baseline MRI-SIJ inflamma-
tion was associated with radiographic damage after 5 years in 
HLA-B27 positive patients (OR 5.39 (95% CI 3.25 to 8.94)) 
as well as HLA-B27 negative patients (OR 2.16 (95% CI 1.04 
to 4.51)). The association between baseline MRI inflammation 
and 5-year SIJ damage was consistently found, regardless of 
the analytical method and the definition of SIJ progression 
(table 2). 
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radiographic progression across clinically relevant subgroups
Figure 3 shows the ‘net’ progression from nr-axSpA to r-axSpA 
in different subgroups of patients according to relevant clinical 
characteristics and the interaction with HLA-B27. HLA-B27-pos-
itive nr-axSpA patients with a positive MRI-SIJ and CRP had a 
likelihood of ‘net’ progression of at least 1-grade of the X-SIJ 
mNY score that was more than twice as high as r-axSpA patients 
with similar baseline features (see online supplementary figures 
S3 and S4).

dIsCussIOn
The main findings of this 5-year follow-up study can be 
summarised as follows: (1) 5-year radiographic SIJ progression is 
statistically significant but of limited magnitude; (2) strategically 
chosen definitions of radiographic progression may be more 
sensitive to change over time than the rigid (binary) mNY-based 
definition; and (3) inflammation on MRI-SIJ is highly predictive 
of a structural radiographic SIJ progression. Moreover, these 
data provide meaningful information for the clinician who likes 

to determine the risk of progression in an individual patient, 
using baseline parameters such as HLA-B27 positivity, radio-
graphic structural damage, MRI-SIJ inflammation and abnormal 
CRP.

In order to properly interpret the rate of progression of SIJ 
damage that we found in this study, two quantities have to be 
considered: (A) the proportion of patients with radiographic 
SIJ damage at baseline; and (B) the proportion of patients that 
change from nr-axSpA to r-axSpA over time.

Observed radiographic SIJ damage in the DESIR cohort (15%) 
is in accordance with what has been found before, in light of the 
relatively short duration of the symptoms (between 3 months 
and 3 years).15–17 These data suggest that structural damage can 
already be found very early in the disease.

Longitudinal studies that allow a proper evaluation of change 
from nr-axSpA to r-axSpA are scarce: Sampaio-Barros et al 
found a 10% progression rate over 2 years in one study18 and a 
24% progression rate over 10 years in another study.19 However, 
only the researchers of the GESPIC cohort realised that a proper 

table 1 Baseline characteristics according to the availability of complete 5-year radiographic data of the sacroiliac joints

Characteristics

status at year 5

Completers* non-completers All patients

 Number of patients 417 291 708

 Age (mean, SD) 34.1 (8.6) 33.2 (8.6) 33.7 (8.6)

 Symptom duration (years), (mean, SD) 1.5 (0.9) (n=416) 1.5 (0.8) (n=291) 1.5 (0.9) (n=707)

Male gender (%) 198 (47.5) 129 (44.3) 327 (46.2)

 HLA-B27 positivity (%) 267 (64.0) (n=417) 143 (49.3) (n=290) 410 (58.0) (n=707)

 X-SIJ structural damage† (mNY) (%) 62 (14.9) (n=416) 29 (10.8) (n=268) 92 (13.5) (n=684)

MRI-SIJ inflammation†‡ (%) 113 (28.1) (n=402) 67 (24.2) (n=277) 180 (26.5) (n=679)

 Abnormal CRP§ (%) 126 (31.5) (n=400) 78 (27.4) (n=285) 204 (29.8) (n=685)

 BASDAI (0–10, mean, SD) 4.34 (1.99) (n=416) 4.65 (2.01) (n=288) 4.47 (2.00) (n=704)

ASDAS (mean, SD) 2.6 (1.0) (n=395) 2.6 (0.9) (n=281) 2.6 (1.0) (n=676)

 BASFI (0–10, mean, SD) 2.92 (2.24) (n=413) 3.23 (2.32) (n=288) 3.04 (2.28) (n=701)

*Patients with both baseline and 5-year X-SIJ available.
†According to the ‘2 out of 3’ definition: agreement of at least two out of the three readers—if two readers disagree and the third reading is missing, the combined score is set 
as missing (one case for X-SIJ).
‡Presence of bone marrow oedema according to the ASAS criteria at MRI-SIJ.
‡≥6 mg/L.
ASDAS, Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CRP, C 
reactive protein; mNY, modified New York criteria; MRI-SIJ, MRI of the sacroiliac joints; X-SIJ, radiograph of the sacroiliac joints.

Figure 1 Changes in different binary SIJ-Plain X-ray outcome 
measures (completers’ population). nr-axSpA, radiographic axial 
spondyloarthritis; r-axSpA, radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; SIJ, 
sacroiliac joint.

Figure 2 Effect of inflammation on MRI-SIJ on being mNY-positive 
after 5 years irrespective of baseline mNY status stratified according 
to the HLA-B27 status at baseline (1-level binomial multivariable 
GEE). Interaction between inflammation on MRI-SIJ and HLA-B27 at 
baseline: p=0.033. BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity 
Index; CRP, creactive protein; GEE, generalised estimating equations; 
mNY, modified New York criteria; MRI-SIJ, magnetic resonance imaging 
of the sacroiliac joints; NSAIDs, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs.
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progression estimate should aggregate worsening as well as 
improvement and reported progression in 9% after 2 years.17

The mNY criteria that quantify radiographic damage in SIJ 
have been proposed several decades ago for classifying a partic-
ular patient at a particular point of time. These inherently binary 
criteria (mNY+ or mNY−) were not intended to evaluate the 
natural course of the disease. Adaptations thereof may be more 
sensitive to change and simpler to interpret: our continuous 
score modification (a score from 0 to 8 based on the ordinal 
scale of mNY grading) is more sensitive but harder to inter-
pret to the data analyst and the clinician. The statistician will 
worry about the handling of a semiquantitative variable as if 
it were a continuous one and will argue the seemingly similar 
distance between different grades. Moreover, a continuous score 
is simply the sum of the scores obtained in two SIJs, as if they 
were independent. A simpler means to express progression to 
the clinician is to define progression as a change of at least 1 
grade in at least one SIJ. This proposal has been used for the first 

time by the GESPIC researchers.16 Since we felt that a change 
between grade 0 and grade 1 (and vice versa) is not clinically 
relevant, we proposed a third definition by ignoring a change 
from 0 to 1.3 Our study has confirmed that the sensitivity to 
change of this adjusted definition is better than the one based on 
the mNY criteria.

The main weakness of these X-SIJ-based definitions is likely 
the poor interobserver reliability: the assessment of radiographic 
damage in the SIJ according to the binary mNY criteria is partic-
ularly susceptible to measurement error.20 While trained central 
readers have shown better reliability than single (local) readers, 
a combined-score by our three central readers (‘2 out of 3’ score) 
is still fallible in terms of measurement error, as is suggested by 
the finding of ‘improvement’ of SIJ damage under fully blinded 
conditions in a significant proportion of patients.

This means that measurement error (ie, scoring variability) 
must be taken into account when analysing X-SIJ progression. 
We have addressed this in two ways: first, our analysis was 

table 2 Sensitivity analyses: effect of baseline MRI-SIJ inflammation on different SIJ radiographic progression definitions, irrespective of baseline 
mNY status and using different analytical approaches

Main effect aOr 
(95% CI)

hlA-b27 positive aOr 
(95% CI)

hlA-b27negative aOr 
(95% CI) p Value interaction

Outcome: mNY positive

  Logistic regression* NA 9.26(4.32 to 19.86)
(n=247)

3.79 (1.01 to 14.28)
(n=143)

0.106

  Logistic regression after MI† 6.64 (3.67 to 12.00)
(n=557)

NA NA NS

  1-level GEE‡ NA 5.39 (3.25 to 8.94)
(n=248)

2.16 (1.04 to 4.51)
(n=143)

0.033

  2-level GEE (longitudinal)§ 2.42 (1.01 to 5.78)
(n=493)

NA NA NS

Outcome: 1-grade progression

  Logistic regression* 2.33 (1.21 to 4.49)
(n=373)

NA NA NS

  Logistic regression after MI† 2.35 (1.13 to 4.86)
(n=557)

NA NA NS

  1-level GEE‡ 1.74 (1.05 to 2.88)
(n=381)

NA NA NS

  2-level GEE (longitudinal)§ 1.90 (1.16 to 3.13)
(n=486)

NA NA NS

Outcome: 1-grade progression + follow-up grade≥2

  Logistic regression* 3.45 (1.65 to 7.23)
(n=373)

NA NA NS

  Logistic regression after MI† 3.47 (1.60 to 7.54)
(n=557)

NA NA NS

  1-level GEE‡ 1.82 (1.02 to 3.27)
(n=381)

NA NA NS

  2-level GEE (longitudinal)§ 1.87 (1.04 to 3.36)
(n=486)

NA NA NS

*Association between baseline MRI-SIJ inflammation and the X-SIJ score at year 5 with both variables according to the ‘2 out of 3’ definition; N=patients with X-SIJ score 
available at year 5 and complete data on all covariates at baseline.
†Association between baseline MRI-SIJ inflammation and the X-SIJ score at year 5 both variables according to the ‘2 out of 3’ definition, after multiple imputation; N= patients 
with X-SIJ available at baseline and in at least one postbaseline visit and complete data on all covariates at baseline.
‡Association between baseline MRI-SIJ inflammation and the X-SIJ score at year 5 incorporating measurements from all readers at baseline for MRI-SIJ and year 5 for the X-SIJ 
score and taking into account the within-reader correlation; N=patients with at least one baseline MRI-SIJ/5-year X-SIJ pair (ie, at the same time points available) and complete 
data on all covariates at baseline.
§Longitudinal association between MRI-SIJ inflammation and X-SIJ score (all measurements from all readers for both modalities) over the 5-year follow-up with time-lagged 
models and first-order autoregression, taking into account the within-reader and within-patient correlation for the repeated measurements; N=patients with at least one X-SIJ/
MRI-SIJ pair and complete data on all covariates for the available pairs.
aOR, adjusted OR (adjusted for: symptom duration, gender, CRP, BASDAI, smoking status, treatment with NSAIDs and treatment with TNFi for longitudinal models); BASDAI, 
Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; CRP, C reactive protein; GEE, generalised estimating equations; MI, multiple imputation; mNY, modified New York criteria; 
MRI-SIJ, MRI of the sacroiliac joints; NSAIDs, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs; NA, not applicable—the main effect of MRI-SIJ inflammation on the different outcomes 
is only shown if the interaction with HLA-B27 is not significant (p≥0.15); NS, not significant; otherwise the effect of MRI-SIJ in each strata of HLA-B27 is shown; TNFi, tumour 
necrosis factor inhibitors.
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assumption free. We allowed ‘positive change’ as well as ‘negative 
change’ to occur without labelling this as ‘true progression’ or 
‘noise’. We analysed to what extent 5-year SIJ structural damage 
was driven by baseline inflammation on MRI-SIJ, and we could 
confirm a positive association: more MRI-inflammation at base-
line leads to a higher 5-year SIJ score. In addition, we have used 
an analytical approach that most efficiently captures all the avail-
able information in the model, which adds to precision. In fact, 
our main analysis (the 1-level GEE) was more precise (narrower 
CI) than the ‘traditional’ logistic regression.

The other weakness of the X-SIJ outcome measures is the lack 
of information concerning their external validity and in partic-
ular the lack of information related to the impact of the changes 
in X-SIJ on the patient’s functional disability. In this regard, 
syndesmophyte development at the spine level might be more 
relevant.

This cohort study in early axSpA reiterates the importance of 
BMO on MRI-SIJ as a predisposing factor for developing radio-
graphic sacroiliitis 5 years later.3 20 Of note, HLA-B27 was an 
effect modifier: patients carrying this genetic (risk) marker had a 
larger effect of MRI inflammation on radiographic damage than 
those not carrying this marker. This disparate effect suggests 
HLA-B27 is a critical factor for the severity of axSpA.21 22

Our data suggest that a proper risk estimation in indi-
vidual patients is within our scope: an nr-axSpA patient that is 
HLA-B27-negative has a normal CRP and a negative MRI-SIJ 
has a likelihood of only 1.2% to progress to r-axSpA. In contrast, 
this likelihood is 18.4%; if the patient is HLAB27-positive, the 
CRP is increased and the MRI-SIJ shows BMO.

Further studies are required to better estimate the X-SIJ 
progression in axSpA and to better understand the role of 
inflammation on this progression.
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